Let P be a set of n points in the plane and let e be a segment of fixed length. The segment center problem is to find a placement of e (allowing translation and rotation) that minimizes the maximum euclidean distance from e to the points of P. We present an algorithm that solves the problem in time O(n log4 n log log n), improving the previous solution of Agarwal et al. [l] by nearly a factor of O(n).
Introduction
The problem considered in this paper is: "Given a set S of n points in the plane and a segment e, find a center placement of e (allowing translations and rotations) at which the maximum (euclidean) distance from e to the points of S is minimized (see Figure 1) ; the distance between e and a point p is the minimum euclidean distance mingEe d(p, q)." .
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Figure 1: Segment center problem
The problem was posed by Imai et al. [6] a few years ago. It generalizes the well known notions of the point center (which is the center of the smallest disk containing S) [9] and of the line-center [7] . Finding the point center and the line center of a set S is *Work on this paper by the second author has been supported by NSF Grant CCR-91-22103, and by grants from the U.S. Micha Shad easy, and can be done in time O(n) and O(n logn), respectively. The segment-center problem appears to be more difficult.
An initial and rather inefficient solution to the problem was given by Imai et al. [6] ; it runs in time O(n4 log n). A considerably improved solution was later given by Agarwal et al. [l] ; their solution uses the parametric searching technique of Megiddo [9] , and requires O(n'o(n) log3 n) time, where o(n) is the inverse Ackermann function. In this paper we further improve the solution, reducing the running time to O(n log4 n log log n). Our solution is also based on the parametric searching technique, and we assume familiarity of the reader with that technique (details can be found, e.g., in the paper [l] just cited).
The p arametric searching paradigm suggests that we first solve the 'fixed-size' problem: Given S and e as above and a real parameter d > 0, determine whether there exists a placement of e at which all points of S lie within distance d from e. Without loss of generality, assume that the length of e is 1. To solve this problem, we define H(e, d) = e @ Bd to be an expansion of e by distance d (here Bd is the disk of radius d about the origin, and e $ Bd denotes the Minkowski sum of e, at some standard placement, and Bd). H(e,d) has the shape of a hippodrome -a rectangle of dimensions 1 x 2d with two semicircles of radius d attached to its sides. Next, instead of moving e about, we fix e (and H(e,d)) and move S rigidly. It is easily seen that the problem reduces to that of determining whether P E conv(S) can be placed (by translations and rotations) inside H(e, d); see [4lJ~ls~ol~ with the difference that the environment H(e,d) in which P has to be placed is not polygonal, although its shape is very simple. Nevertheless, techniques similar to those used in [8] , [10] can be developed. That is, one can easily show that there exists a free placement of P inside H(e, d) iff there exists a critical free placement, at which P 2 H(e, d) and three vertices of P touch dH(e, d) (see [l] for details). Thus our goal is to determine whether there exists a critical free placement of P. We accomplish this using a somewhat indirect method, which exploits additional geometric structure of the problem.
We derive sequential and parallel versions of the algorithm.
The sequential algorithm runs in time O(n log' n), and the parallel algorithm runs (in Valiant's comparison model [ll] ) in O(logn log log n) time and uses O(n log n) processors.
The improvement that we achieve is a consequence of an improved combinatorial bound, showing that the number of critical placements of the polygon P in H(e, d) is only O(nlogn).
After establishing these improved combinatorial bounds in Section 2, we present in Section 3 an efficient algorithm for determining whether P can be placed inside H(e,d), with the performance reported above. The resulting sequential algorithm is relatively easy to parallelize (in Valiant's model). We briefly describe the parallel version in Section 4, and then plug all this into the parametric searching machinery to obtain our main result: THEOREM 1 .l. Given a set S of n points in the plane, and a line segment e, we can compute a center placement fore, which minimizes the maximum distance from e to the points of S, in time O(n log*n loglogn).
Combinatorial Bounds
Before tackling the analysis of critical placements within a hippodrome, we first study the following simpler problem.
2.1
Critical contacts with a semicircle: Let P be a convex polygon whose vertices are P1,..-, p,, appearing in this order in clockwise direction along aP. Let r be a semicircle of some fixed radius d. We assume that P lies in general position with respect to d, meaning that no circle of radius d passes through 3 distinct vertices of P. We define an ordered pair of vertices (pi, pj) of P to be conjugate if r can be placed so that it passes through p; and pj, so that pj lies clockwise from pi along T, and so that T avoids the interior of P. Our goal is to obtain a sharp upper bound on the number of conjugate pairs among the vertices of P.
For any two points x, y in the plane, we define their arc-distance u(x, y) to be the length of the (smaller) circular arc of radius d that connects x to y. That is,
where lxyl is the euclidean distance between x and y; if ]zy] > 2d, we put ~(2, y) = +oo.
LEMMA 2.1. Let a, b,c be three vertices of P appearing clockwise along dP in this order, and assume that (a,~) is a conjugate pair. Let rl be a copy of r which passes through b, avoids a and the interior of P, and suppose that the ray emerging from a towards c intersects rl from inside its disk D1. Then the length of the counterclockwise portion ri of rl delimited by b is < u(a, 6).
Proof:
Refer to Figure 3 . Let Tc be the copy of T that passes through a and c and avoids the interior of P, and let Do be the disk of ro. We claim that To and Tr intersect at most once. Indeed, if they intersected twice, then, as is easily seen, the disk D1 would have to be disjoint from the interior of P, so the ray from a to c could not hit rr from inside the disk D1, contrary to assumption.
Moreover, To and I'r have to intersect once, because b E rr lies strictly inside Do (because of the general position assumption), whereas the point cl of intersection between rr and the ray from a to c lies outside Do (or on its boundary).
In particular, this argument implies that the portion Ti must be fully contained in the interior of the disk Do.
Moreover, the counterclockwise endpoint x of rf must lie on the same side as a of the line e passing through b and perpendicular to ac. This follows from the observation that the segment of e between b and its intersection with UC is contained in P, and thus also in the interior of D1, which easily implies that Tr must continue counterclockwise from b into the appropriate side of .f!. Let 06 be the portion of DO delimited by ac and by e and containing t. Using elementary geometric arguments, one easily verifies that lbx/ < lab]. Since u(x, y) is a strictly increasing function of lxy], we obtain ]I'i] = u(b, x) < u(a, b), as asserted. 0 COROLLARY 2.2. Let a, b,c be three vertices of P appearing clockwise along dP in this order, and assume that (a,~) and (b, ) c are both conjugate pairs. Let rl be a copy of J? that passes through b and c and avoids a and the interior of P. Then the length of the portion of I'1 between its counterclockwise endpoint and b is < u(a, b).
The conditions of the previous lemma obviously hold in this case. 0 LEMMA 2.3. Let a, b,c be three vertices of P appearing clockwise along dP in this order, and assume that (a, c) is a conjugate pair. Call a conjugate pair (a, b) short if u(a, b) 5 %d, and long otherwise. Claim I.: The number of short conjugate pairs is O(n). Proof: We show that there do not exist three short conjugate pairs (a, u), (b, v) and (C,UI) so that a, b, c, u, v, w appear in this clockwise order along OP. This, combined with a result of Capoyleas and Path [3] , imply that the number of short conjugate pairs is at most 6n. Suppose to the contrary that there exist three short conjugate pairs as above. Let IO denote a copy of I that passes through b and v and avoids the interior of P; let x and y denote respectively the counterclockwise and clockwise endpoints of Fe; see We next analyze the number of long conjugate pairs. For this we partition dP into a constant number of connected portions, so that the turning angle along each portion is less that f. More precisely, each portion starts and ends at the midpoints of two edges of P, so that the angle between the outward normals of these two edges is less than 5.
Claim II: If (a, b) is a long conjugate pair, the angle between the outward normals of the edge preceding a (i.e., incident to a and lying counterclockwise to it) and the edge succeeding b (incident to b and lying clockwise to it) is greater than 5.
Proof:
Let IO be a copy of F that passes through a and b and avoids the interior of P. The angle in the claim is larger than the angle between the two outward normals to Fe at a and at b, which, by definition and assumption, is greater than $.
Thus each long conjugate pair involves two vertices that belong to different portions of dP. There is only a constant number of pairs of such portions, and we will show that for each such pair there exist at most O(n log n) conjugate pairs 'connecting' between these two portions.
Let PI, PS be the convex hulls of these respective portions, with PI regarded as lying counterclockwise to P-J. We analyze the number of conjugate pairs (a, b) of vertices, where a is a vertex of PI and b is a vertex of the submatrix (2.1) 4% b) + @, w> < u(a, w) , since (b, w) and (a, w) are both conjugate pairs. Thus involving any pair of rows and any triple of columns, in this order, where . denotes either 0 or 1. Hence, by the analysis of Fiiredi's [5] and of Bienstock and Gy&i [2] , the number of ones in A is O(nlogn).
This, combined with the analysis given above, imply the assertion of the theorem.
Suppose to the contrary that A does contain such a submatrix, so there are two vertices a, b of PI and three vertices u, w, w of P2, so that their clockwise order along dP is a, b,u,v, w, and the pairs (a,~), (a, w), (b,v) Let rc be a copy of r that passes through b and v and avoids the interior of P. Let the counterclockwise and clockwise endpoints of f'e be 3: and y, repsectively, and let II = ~(2, b), 12 = a(b, v), 13 = u(v, y). We first claim that 11 < u(a,b) ,
The second inequality follows directly from Corollary 2.2 (interchanging the role of clockwise and counterclockwise directions), since (b, w) and (b, v) are both conjugate pairs. The first inequality follows by applying Lemma 2.1 to the triple (a, b,u) of vertices of P. For this we only need to show that the ray from a to u intersects I'c from the interior side of its disk Do. This however is obvious, because, by convexity, the segment au and bv intersect, so the ray from a to u enters (through bw) the portion of Do bounded by the chord bv and by the middle arc r2 of rs, so it must exit this region by intersecting I'2 from inside Do, as required.
We thus have 11+12 +ls < ~(a, b)+u(b, v)+u(v, w). Moreover, by Lemma 2.3,
This contradiction shows that the matrix A does not contain a submatrix of the form (2.1), and thus completes the proof of the theorem. q Remark:
If the vertices of P are not in general position, the number of conjugate pairs could be as large as O(n2) . This is the case, e.g., if all vertices lies on a circle of radius d.
2.2
Critical placements within a hippodrome We now return to the original problem of bounding the number of critical placements of P in H(e,d). Let pi, pj, pk be the three vertices of P touching dH(e, d) at a given critical placement.
Clearly, one of the following cases must arise:
(i) Two of these vertices, say pi and pj, lie on one semicircle of dH( e, d).
(ii) TWO of these vertices, say pi and pj, lie on straight edges of dH(e, d).
(iii) One vertex lies on a straight edge and one vertex lies on each semicircle of dH(e, d).
In case (i) the two vertices pi and pj form a conjugate pair, by definition, and each conjugate pair can participate in at most 2 critical placements of P. This is because the locus of all placements of e at which both pi and pj lie on the same semicircle and P is contained in H(e,d) is obtained by fixing one endpoint of e and by rotating e around that point through some angular interval IO, as is easily verified. It is clear that only the two endpoints of this interval can represent critical placements of P of the type we seek here. Hence the number of critical placements of type (i) is O(n log n).
Critical placements of type (ii) are even easier to analyze.
Suppose first that pi and pj lie on the same straight edge of dH(e, d). Then it is clear that pipj must be an edge of P, so there are at most n such pairs. As above, it is easily seen that each such pair induces at most two critical placements of P of the type considered here. A similar argument applies if pi and pj lie on different straight edges of tIH(e,d), observing that the number of such pairs is also O(n), as follows easily from the standard 'rotating calipers' argument for a convex polygon.
Hence the number of critical placements of type (ii) is only O(n).
Finally and all other points of P lie in the interior of that P3 region (otherwise 2 would also be a critical placement of one of the first two types). Slide P continuously Figure 6 : The definition of fj (B) from Z, maintaining these contacts of pi and of pj, and moving pj counterclockwise, until either pj reaches the counterclockwise endpoint of the semicircle, or a placement represent a point of intersection between third point pe reaches dH+(e,d).
In the former case the two envelopes @i(8) = maxpjEQ: fj(t9), *i(e) = pipj is an edge of P, so there are at most n such min pkcQde>.
pairs. In the latter case, we have reached a critical It is easily seen that the number of such intersection placement of P inside Ht (e, d), which of course must be points is proportional to the number of vertices of the of either type (i) or type (ii) (with respect to H+(e, d)). envelopes @i, qi. However, any such vertex is easily Similar arguments to those given above imply that the seen to represent a critical placement of P in either number of such critical placements is O(n log n). A fully H+(e,d) or H-(e,d), and we have already argued that symmetric argument shows that the number of pairs the number of such placements is O(n logn) (over all (Pi,Pk) P t' 'P tm ar ici a ing in critical placements of type (iii) possible choices of pi). We can thus conclude: (with pk lying on the right semicircle of the hippodrome) THEOREM 2.2. The number of critical free placeis also 0( n log n).
ments of a conuex n-gon inside a given hippodrome is Now fix a vertex pi of P, constrain pi to lie on, O(nlogn). say the bottom edge of the hippodrome, and consider the set Q:,(resp. Qi) of all vertices pj (resp. pk) of P that participate with pi in a critical placement of type For each pj E Q' define a function fj(e), so that for an efficient algorithm for testing for the existence of each orientation 0 of e, at which e is parallel to a critical placements. Let S = {pl, . . . , p,} be the given line supporting P at pi, fj (0) is the distance from pi set of n points in the plane, and let P be their convex to the left endpoint of the bottom edge of H(e,d), at hull; with no loss of generality we can assume that the placement of e at orientation 0 at which pi lies on all points of S are vertices of P. Let e be the given the bottom edge and pj touches the left semicircle of segment and let d be the given distance. Our goal is to H(e, d) (see Figure 6) ; if no such placement exists we find whether there exists a placement of e at which the put fj (0) = --co. For each pl, E Qi we define a function hippodrome H(e, d) contains P.
g,(e) in a fully symmetric manner, still measuring the We define the semi-hippodrome 
2). Each place-
Suppose that Z = (t,e) is a free placement of P ment of H*(d) can be parametrized by a triple ([, 7, t) , inside H(e,d) at which pi lies on the bottom edge of where (t, 7) are the coordinates of a point dual to the the hippodrome, where 8 is the orientation of e, and t is line containing p (so the equation of the line itself is the distance from pi to the left endpoint of the bottom y = <X + q), and t is the z-coordinate of the endpoint edge. Then we must have of p; see Figure 7 . To be more precise, this repre- sentation excludes placements of H*(d) at which p is PjEQ! vertical (but these are easy to treat, in a simple manner, whose description is omitted here), and each triple Moreover, a triple (pi, pj, pk) of vertices of P induces ([, 77, t) gives rise to two placements of H*(d), depending a critical placement of type (iii) of the form consid-on whether the endpoint of p is the leftmost or rightmost ered above if and only if the parameters (t, 0) of that point of p at this placement; we will refer to these two We will only describe the construction of the map M+, because M-can be handled in a fully symmetric manner. We find a line that partitions the vertices of P into two subsets of roughly n/2 vertices each (so that each subset lies on one side of the line), and let PI, P2 denote the convex hulls of these two subsets. We compute recursively the maps MC, M$ corresponding to PI, P2, respectively, and then face the task of merging these maps to produce M+.
It will be helpful to analyze the structure of these maps in more detail.
Consider, say, the map M+. The union of all the labeled (resp. unlabeled) faces of M+ is referred to as the labeled portion (resp. unlabeled portion) of M+. Let C denote the common boundary between the labeled and unlabeled regions, referred to as the contour of M+. By definition, the line dual to any point of C is a supporting line of P. Consider a vertical line A : < = <c in the (e,n) plane.
We claim that We next compute the cc-edges of M+. The above analysis implies that it suffices to find the endpoints of these edges along the new contour C, as just computed. Observe that C is the concatenation of an alternating sequence of portions of Cr and of Cs. Let 6 be a maximal connected portion of, say Ci appearing along C.
The arc 6 is partitioned in MC into subarcs, delimited by points at which either cc-edges of MC meet 6, or where, in the corresponding placement of H*(d), its straight edge passes through an edge of PI. We refer to points of the latter kind as breakpoints of 6 (and of Cr and of C). Let 61 be a maximal connected portion of S containing no breakpoint. The number of portions of Cr of this kind is only O(n), because Cr has only O(n) breakpoints, as is easily seen; the same holds for
Cz and for C. We want to trace Sr in M$ to obtain a second partitioning of 61 into subarcs delimited by the points of intersection of 61 with the cc-edges of M$ (see We claim that 6r can intersect any cc-edge at most once.
Assuming for the moment that this has been established, then 6 can only exit f through the ccedge y that bounds f and is different from the one through which Sr has entered f. Since 61 is a lowdegree algebraic arc and y is a line segment, we can find the intersection of Sr with y in constant time, thereby obtaining the new labeled face of M$ into which 51 enters, and can then continue the tracing of 61 as above.
Concerning the above claim, we actually prove a stronger result, asserting that the entire top portion K of the contour C1 of M,+ intersects any cc-edge y of Mz at most once, and similarly for the bottom portion of Cr. Indeed, any point z of intersection between K and y is dual to a line y = (X + 77 for which there exists a rightward-directed placement (e, 7, t) of H*(d) such that the bottom straight side of H*(d) is a supporting line of PI, the other polygon P2 is contained in H*(d), and two fixed vertices o, w' of P2 lie on the semicircle of H*(d); see Figure 12 . It is easily seen that this can happen at most once for each fixed pair v, u' of vertices of P2, thus establishing the claim. It follows that the cost of tracing components of Cr through M$ in the manner described above is proportional to the complexity of M.$ plus the cost of locating the left endpoints of the arcs 61 in M$. The latter task canbe done by merging the sequence of endpoints with the sequence of cc-edges of MC. Thus the cost is proportional to the sum of the complexities of MT and of M$ and is thus O(n log n). A symmetric procedure, with a symmetric time bound, applies to the tracing of Cz through Mt.
We can now complete the construction of M+, as follows. For each portion Sr of Cr, as above, we want to find the points of intersection of cc-edges of M+ with 61. We have two partitions of 61, delimited by points of intersection of 61 with the cc-edges of MC andofM$, respectively. We merge the two partitions, obtaining a sequence of intervals along 61 so that each interval is contained in the boundary of a single labeled face of Mlf and in a single labeled face of M2f. An intersection point of Sr with a cc-edge of M+ can be either a delimiting point of one of the two partitions, or, if it occurs inside an interval of the merged partition, containing this interval. Thus we test each delimiting point and each interval of the merged partition whether they yield an endpoint of a cc-edge of M+. Each of these tests can be performed in constant time, as is easily seen. We repeat this procedure for each portion 61 of Cr that lies along C, and a symmetric procedure for all the relevant portions of C2, thereby obtaining all the endpoints of the cc-edges of M+, from which the cc-edges themselves can easily be constructed.
The cost of this construction of M+ is therefore proportional to the sizes of Mt and of M$, i.e., it is O(nlogn).
The overall cost of our divide-andconquer construction of M+ is thus O(nlog'n). A fully symmetric procedure, with the same time bound, produces the map M-.
In this stage we need to interact the maps M+ and M-, using equation (3.1), in order to determine whether there exists a placement of H(e, d) that contains P. We first argue that it suffices to check only interactions at placements that lie along certain curves in the (<, 77) plane.
Consider a placement of H*(d) that contains P and at which two vertices u, v of P lie on the semicircle of H*(d).
We say that u and v are in balanced position if one vertex lies clockwise to the midpoint of the semicircle and one lies counterclockwise to that point; see Figure 13 . it must lie on a cc-edge defined by the two vertices of (b) There exist 2 vertices of P, lying respectively at the PI, P2 that label respectively the faces of M, , + Mz midpoints of the semicircles of H'; see Figure 14 
Proof:
Let e' be the shortest segment for which there exists a placement of H(e',d) that contains P. We claim that this placement satisfies one of the conditions asserted in the lemma. Let H' denote that placement of H(e',d).
Cl early, at least one vertex of P must lie on each semicircle of H' (or else H' could be 'squeezed' further, making e' shorter, so that it still contains P). If one of the straight sides of H' contains a vertex of P, condition (a) holds, so assume this is not the case.
Suppose first that each semicircle of H' contains only one vertex of P. We claim that H' must then satisfy condition (b). Indeed, let u be the vertex of P lying on the left semicircle of H', and let v be the vertex on the right semicircle.
Suppose to the contrary that, say u is not at the midpoint of the left semicircle. Keep H' fixed, and rotate P slightly around the center c of the right semicircle.
This will keep v lying on this semicircle, and there has to exist a direction of After such a rotation only one vertex of P (namely v) touches the boundary of H', so we can squeeze H' further, contrary to assumption.
This shows that condition (b) holds in this case.
Suppose next that the left semicircle of H' contains one vertex, u, of P and the right semicircle contains two vertices, v, w (or vice versa). We claim that condition (c) must then hold. Indeed, if u is not at the midpoint of the left semicircle, we can apply the same rotation argument used above to obtain a shorter hippodrome that contains P, which is impossible.
Assume that v and w both lie in, say the counterclockwise half of the right semicircle.
Then we can rotate P slightly in clockwise direction about the center of the left semicircle.
This will make u remain on that semicircle and will cause both 'u and w to enter the interior of H', again enabling us to squeeze H' further, contrary to assumption.
Hence condition (c) holds in this case. Finally, if each semicircle of H' contains two vertices, the same arguments as above imply that both pairs must be in balanced position. 0
Proof: Let H*(d) be fixed at some placement whose axis has slope [, and let Po be some fixed placement of P. For each vertex v of P let H, denote the set of all translations of Po for which w lies in (the fixed) H*(d). Clearly, each H,, is a reflected and translated copy of H*(d), and the intersection I< of these copies is the locus of all translations for which P is fully contained in H*(d).
The boundary of I< consists of two straight leftward-directed rays with slope [, and of a collection of circular arcs of radius d; see Figure 15 . The vertices of K, namely points on dK incident to two circular arcs, correspond to placements of P inside H*(d) where two of its vertices lie on the semicircle of that semihippodrome.
Moreover, suppose that q is a vertex of K that is induced by two vertices, u, v, of P lying on the semicircle of H*(d).
If u, v are in balanced position, then, as is easily checked, one of the two arcs incident to q is a portion of the upper half of the semicircle of, say H,, and the other arc is a portion of the lower half of the semicircle of H,. This implies that q must be extreme in K in the direction with slope I, and since Ii is convex, LEMMA 3.2. For each real < there is at most one it can have at most one such vertex; see Figure 15 .
rightward-directed (and at most one leftward-directed) Similarly, if the point on 8K extreme in the t-direction placement of a semi-hippodrome H*(d) which contains is not a vertex but lies on a single circular arc (of some P, whose axis has slope .$, and whose semicircle either aH,), then it defines a placement of P contained in H*(d) so that its vertex u lies at the midpoint of the semicircle. 0 We now turn to the task of merging M+ and M-. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices to test for the existence of canonical placements of hippodromes H(e', d) that satisfy one of the conditions (a)-(d).
Consider first placements that satisfy condition (a). The line containing et at any such placement must be dual to a point ([, n) that lies on the common contour C of M+ and M-(recall that both maps have the same contour). We partition C into intervals delimited by its breakpoints and by points of intersection of C with cc-edges of either M+ or M-. We scan each interval of this partition, and test whether equation (3.1) is satisfied at some point of that interval. This condition is clearly equivalent to condition (a) of Lemma 3.1, and it can be tested for in constant time per interval.
Thus the cost of this step is only O(nlogn). Next we test for the existence of placements that satisfy conditions (b)-(d).
Consider the locus I'+ of all points (t, 7) in the dual plane for which there exists a rightward-directed placement of H*(d) whose axis lies on y = [x + 17, which contains P, and whose semicircle contains two vertices of P in balanced position or a single vertex at its midpoint.
We define F-symmetrically for leftward-directed placements of the semihippodrome.
By Lemma 3.2, both I'+ and F-are <-monotone curves. Moreover, by definition, any placement of a hippodrome H(e', d) satisfying one of the conditions (b)-(d) must correspond to an intersection between I'+ and I?. Each of these curves is a concatenation of portions of cc-edges of either M+ or of M-, respectively, and of certain arcs that traverse the labeled faces of M+ and of M-, representing placements of H*(d) for which the vertex labeling the face is at the midpoint of the semicircle. All these pieces are easy to obtain in time linear in the complexities of these maps, that is, in O(n log n) time. Since the curves are [-monotone, it is easy to compute all their intersection points, and to test each of them for the existence of the conditions (b)-(d), using equation (3 .l), again in overall O(n log n) time.
In summary, we have shown:
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Given a convex polygon P with n vertices, a segment e and a distance d > 0, we can determine, in O(nlog' n) time, whether there exists a placement of the hippodrome H(e, d) that contains P. (b) Hence, given a set S of n points in the plane, a segment e and a distance d > 0, one can determine, in time O(nlog' n), whether there exists a placement of e at which its distance from any point of S is 5 d.
EFRAT AND SHARIR 4
Computing the Segment Center
We now apply the parametric searching paradigm to the algorithm given in Section 3, to compute the desired center location of e. For this we first need to design a parallel version of this algorithm, in Valiant's comparison model [ll] . Fortunately, the preceding algorithm is very easy to parallelize in that model. The divide-andconquer mechanism is straightforward to parallelize. Some steps of the algorithm can easily be performed in parallel (in Valiant's model) in constant time using O(n log n) processors. Each of the more involved steps can be implemented by merging certain pairs of ordered sequences (e.g. the sequences of breakpoints of the contours of Mt, Mz, or the sequence of breakpoints of one contour with the sequence of cc-edges of the other map, or the sequences of endpoints of the curves of balanced-position placements, etc.). Since merging can be performed in parallel in O(loglog n) time [ll] , it easily follows that the entire algorithm can be executed in O(log n log log n) parallel steps using O(n log n) processors. Plugging this algorithm into the parametric searching paradigm,
we readily obtain the desired algorithm for computing the segment center of the given set S, whose running time is O(n log4 n log log n), as asserted in Theorem 1.1.
